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Abstract: Misinformation research has grown to become a critical topic in all disciplines. Since the expanding of online media, misinformation has been spreading rapidly across the globe through social media and other information systems. Paralleling the rise of academic interest in misinformation, is the emergence of online education scholarship. Interest in the online educational implications of misinformation and its impact attracts an increase in scholarship on misinformation. This article presents the results of a review of 1172 publications with "misinformation" across disciplines and a subset of 174 misinformation literature in online education that were published between 2009 and 2021. This review answers three questions: (1) What is the overall distribution of publication activity with "misinformation" publications? (2) What methodologies have scholars used to investigate misinformation involving online education? (3) What have scholars reported about the results of studies involving misinformation in online education? The review reveals that various methodologies were used in literature focusing on misinformation online education with leading numbers of content analysis and quantitative studies. This systematic review is particularly relevant to those online educators in various disciplines who are interested in learning what scholars from their own academic disciplines are writing about misinformation.
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0. Background

The wide and fast spread of misinformation online raised many concerns. Before COVID, many studies on misinformation were generated from the cognitive, psychological, communicative, health information, and many other fields. In election years (e.g., around 2016), political misinformation has detrimental effects on democracy. Between 2019 to present, misinformation attracts increasingly intensifying research attention to COVID and vaccine topics. Not only misinformation literature is blooming in all disciplines, misinformation scholarship also has largely grown to health field, political science, and many fields [30].
1. Introduction

Misinformation has drawing attention from online educators in various fields with heavy discussions in social media and impacts of misinformation [6, 43]. Because misinformation online is a relative new field which emerged in recent decade with fastest growth last year in 2020, research on misinformation education is scare and is still developing [30]. Misinformation has devastating consequences in all disciplines. It can influence people’s decisions that negatively impact their emotions, healthcare choices, positive life attitudes, and personal well-beings [45, 46]. For example, if cancer patients were provided misinformation about their cancer treatment choices, misinformation could be negatively impacting their good path of treatment and sometime this kind of misinformation could be fatal [55].

Misinformation is one of the major challenges in an era of drastically developing online education because the educational priorities in the 21st century include abilities to “identify false statements and fallacious reasoning” ([39], p, 40). Due to the expanding landscape of online education, educators have a critical goal to develop students’ digital literacy skills in crucially evaluate information [27]. There are vastly increased opportunities for circulation of misinformation for online education, making students exposure to misinformation, alternative facts, fake news, disinformation, so much common. It is also hard to provide corrective actions to the misinformation due to the continuously advancement of online media [33, 47]. Because misinformation online is a relative new field which emerged in recent decade with fastest growth last year in 2020, research on misinformation education is scare and is still developing.

2. Review of Related Literature and Method

2.1 Review of Related Literature

The field of misinformation is growing. Misinformation research has been growing rapidly on topics such as COVID 19 [2, 4, 48], vaccine [6; 9, 30, 49], climate change [13, 16, 36], medical concerns [56], communication [8], memory [22], cognitive impacts on reading [45], new literacies [11], online education [9], political studies [11, 1], and diversity [42] etc.

In social science and medical field, there are already serious concerns about the negative impact of what we read, hear and see on social media (such as Facebook, twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, TikTok as discussed in the result section). Some of these types of misinformation was driven by political agenda, others were may be circulated by accidents or even in sarcastic ways. Sometimes, each information found in research studies could contain misinformation due to the ease of online publishing and the growing social media landscape [45]. Whether watching news programs, perusing blogs, viewing videos on YouTube, students have been exposed to a mix of scientific information, evidence-based opinions, data-driven partial truths, unknowable conjectures, uninformed claims, blatant fake news, alternative facts, propagandas, and even purposeful lies. Concerns about the accuracy of multimodal misinformation in texts, voices, and videos had driven drastically increased research attentions. Some misinformation was largely driven by the pandemic, vaccines, health information concerns, political disputes, criticisms of journalists and news outlets, the ease of online publishing, trolling behavior, the social media landscape, and a host of other contemporary considerations and practices.
[1, 15, 29, 33]. As outlined by [34], these concerns have intensified interest in articulating the factors related to, results of, and mechanisms underlying experiences with misinformation.

On an educational viewpoint, misinformation could impact positive democratic decision making and disable societal improvement in a more just and productive democracy [29]. In the educational research field, the bulk of misinformation research was heavily done in the psychological and cognitive tradition of studying misinformation effects. For example, how misinformation impacted reading comprehension and retention. This scholarship of educational cognitive studies commonly used experimental designs of eliminating misinformation effects. For example, [15] found that refutation texts that elaborate inaccurate concepts could be effective in helping readers overcome previous held misunderstanding about STEM topics in physics principles and climate change. [45] found similar refutation texts could help with historical civil rights misconceptions for readers.

Educational research also had contributed to misinformation field, even though these lines of misinformation research may not necessarily focus on online education implications. Research in education has demonstrates the facets in, results of, and impacts by misinformation. For example, in the field of literacy/reading research in education, research has proven that misinformation on texts have long term negative impact on reading. For another example, [17] and [35] found that individuals generally have reluctance to completely disregard previously acquired knowledge even if this held knowledge is misinformation [17, 35]. Based on knowledge norms [51], many people are unlikely to know that Marie Curie was the scientist who discovered radium. In an experimental design, [37] found that participants who prompted with misinformation reading claiming that Pasteur discovered radium, they might answer the question “What is the name of scientist that discovered radium?” with the false information, which is Pasteur was the one discovered radium [37]. Worse, participants may also reproduce false information they already know is wrong. Generally, people are aware that the pilgrims traveled to America on the Mayflower. After reading a statement indicating the ship was the Godspeed, some participants nevertheless answer related questions (e.g., “What ship brought the pilgrims to America?”) with the incorrect lure. The negative consequences of being presented with “alternative facts” obtain even when participants should have existing knowledge about what is and is not correct.

This review focuses on misinformation field in all disciplines and then drill down to discuss the research implications in the field of online education. This review provides a picture of what we know about misinformation across disciplines and how this work has an implication for online education. In the first section, I focus on data analysis of 1172 article abstracts that I searched and found between 2009-2021 with the key words of “misinformation” via Scopus. Next, I analyzed the misinformation literature of 1172 publications across disciplines. Then, I discuss the methodologies used in a sample of 174 publications of misinformation related to online education before I offer a conclusion of the general results in this work. In this review, I answer the following research questions:

(1) What is the overall distribution of publication activity with "misinformation" in the 1172 publications?
(2) What methodologies have scholars used to investigate misinformation involving online education in the 174 publications as the sample of literature containing “misinformation” and “online education”?

(3) What have scholars reported about the results of studies involving misinformation in a sample of literature containing “misinformation” and “online education”?

2.2 Method

The initial search yields a comprehensive collection of scholarly literature on the topic of misinformation. I started with searching on Scopus. I used Scopus because it has a comprehensive collection of over 34,346 various disciplinary research databases, indexes, and topic-specific online resources. I reviewed Scopus to generate a list of peer-reviewed journal articles and conference papers on misinformation. Scopus also allowed me for advanced searches in titles within time periods. Specifically, during the review, Scopus were searched three times in 2021 during the months of January, March, and April, yielding similar results. I also searched on google scholar, and other available databases in my current institutional library (such as JSTOR and ERIC). I also combined these searches with snowball searching. For instance, if I found one particular article discusses misinformation with an online education focus, I will scan through its references and find relevant articles to read.

I then set up with parameters for limiting the boundaries of the search. The scope was restricted to peer-reviewed journal articles and conference papers published from the blooming of misinformation research from 2009 through the 2021 when the review was being conducted. This is because based on research on Scopus, before 2009, the number of studies containing “misinformation” were less 20 annually. From the period of 1912-1991, the number of studies containing “misinformation” were less 10 annually. It makes sense to start with 2009 and focusing on the most recent decade up until the time of this writing moment (April, 2021) because this is the period when the number of articles on misinformation increased drastically, see Figure 1 for the trend.

Figure 1

Number of Articles (Documents) with “Misinformation” in the Title from 2009-2021

---

1 Scopus (Elsevier) is the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature: scientific journals, books and conference proceedings. Scopus is Elsevier’s abstract and citation database launched in 2004. Scopus covers nearly 36,377 titles (22,794 active titles and 13,583 inactive titles) from approximately 11,678 publishers, of which 34,346 are peer-reviewed journals in top-level subject fields. Delivering a comprehensive overview of the world’s research output in the fields of science, technology, medicine, social sciences, and arts and humanities, Scopus features smart tools to track, analyze and visualize research.
After the scope is set with years between 2009-present (i.e., April 2021) with key word “misinformation”, I downloaded the data set in CSV form and ris files for analysis. Next, for the 1172 articles to offer a clear picture about misinformation across disciplines, I used a data visualization tool VOSviewers to demonstrate the density of topical words via content analysis using colored visual connections. The larger the knot, the higher frequency the wording appeared in the 1172 articles. Within the 1172 misinformation articles and conference proceedings, I wanted to further narrow down to key words “online education”. The bibliography was downsizing to 210 articles and papers. The complete alphabetized bibliography of the final sample of 210 peer-reviewed articles and papers with “Misinformation” and “Online Education” in the title were exported from Scopus in an CSV form. These 210 articles were further downsizing to 174 articles due to software errors, duplications/repetitions, and missing information on abstracts. Lastly, I further transformed CSV form into Excel and manually coded all these 174 articles. Full-text copies of every article and paper in the bibliography were obtained so that they could be read and categorized by (1) discipline area as defined by the National Center for Education Statistics (2021), (2) research methodologies of studying misinformation in online education, and (3) results of misinformation research.

This systematic review hopes to contribute to the misinformation field by addressing an existing gap in online education. One of the primary differences between the existing reviews on misinformation and this review of misinformation is the scope of content included. This review includes 1172 publications and a subset of 174 misinformation online education articles, which is the largest volume on misinformation multidiscipline review. In addition, there are differences between this review and other existing reviews on the foci of misinformation. The existing reviews [2, 50; 54] include a collection of disciplinary specific misinformation research related to COVID or health science fields (e.g., [31] reviewed health misinformation online), may or may not include online education as their foci, may or may not write “misinformation” in their title, may or may not review the most recent literature of misinformation including pandemic explorative scope of misinformation research, or may or may not discuss misinformation from an online education viewpoint (e.g., [2] reviewed COVID misinformation but not with an educational foci).

3. Results
The results are presented to correspond with the order of the research questions. Each question is restated and data from the sample of misinformation literature is provided to answer each question.

3.1. Overall Distribution of Publication

The first question was: What is the overall distribution of publication activity with “misinformation” in the 1172 publications?

The sample of literature included 1172 journal articles and conference papers written in various disciplines. This section includes discussion on the key content found using data visualization software VOSviewer. Figure 2 shows education related misinformation topics in the 1172 article abstracts found via data from Elsevier Scopus. The visualization was analyzed via VOSviewer software.

Figure 2

The Visualization of Key Words Appeared in the Title of 1172 Publication with “Misinformation” Published during 2009-2021 Analyzed via VOSviewer

From Figure 2, we can see with “misinformation” being the centered focus, there are a few stations of sub foci: covid, social medium, response, medical misinformation, problem, challenge, internet, information, knowledge, woman, attitude, pregnancy, barrier, child, myth, internet, health, evidence…The same color lines mean connections among the studies. The size of the color ball means the volumes of publication counts.
These items fell outside of the parameters defined for the present systematic review, which was designed to examine only misinformation publications that were clearly identified through the title as having a focus. However, some usable articles and papers were found in the existing reviews of misinformation [2, 50, 54] and these items extended the sample beyond those publications obtained through the database searches.

In terms of trend of growth on publications of misinformation, the documents per year by publication sources were demonstrated by Figure 3. As shown in Figure 3, from 2014 to 2017, the Journal of Applied Research in Memory and Cognition has published the highest numbers of articles on misinformation. From 2019 to present, the American Journal of Public Health has published the largest quantity of journal articles on misinformation. Since 2014, open access PLOS One also has a visible line of publishing on misinformation.

Figure 3

Sources that Publishing on Misinformation, Numbers Per Year and Trend.
3.2. Methodologies in Misinformation and Online Education

The second question was: What methodologies have scholars used to investigate misinformation involving online education in the 174 publications as the sub-set sample of literature containing “misinformation” and “online education”?

Within the 1172 misinformation publications about online education, I narrowed down the collection of publications to 174 by searching publications that contain the wording “online education” in the title and/or abstract, and then data cleaning as mentioned in the prior method section. As mentioned, after data coding of methodology using an Excel form for these 210 articles and the usage of pivotal tables, I deleted 7 repeated titles, 6 articles that lacked abstract information, 3 repetitions. That leaves me with 174 articles. Among the remaining 174 articles with “misinformation” and “online education” as the focus (appeared in their title and/or abstract), below are the distributions of their methodologies as demonstrated in Table 1. Publications from the field of Education of Health took the lead in terms of instructional methodologies for misinformation, although several other discipline areas included teaching-related articles or papers, most notably Social Media related Information Education.

In terms of methodology, the largest category of publication is Empirical Content analysis (E-Content analysis), which included one fourth of the 174 publications. This category, which has 43 publications, presented lists of general techniques of using existing online media data for analyzing implication of misinformation for online education in various disciplines such as topics on pandemic, cancer, vaccine, nutrition, smoking, political attitudes, reading comprehension, communication patterns, and trends of misinformation. Content analysis here are further divided into sub-categories, such as social network analysis, evaluating content, evaluating quality, content/text analysis, and sentiment analysis. It is worth noting that in this category of publication, there are prominent attention paid to social media. Details of these studies will be discussed in next section in the third research question.

Empirical Quantitative Experiment studies (E-Quant-Experiment) was the second largest group, covering research in typical effects of misinformation in a pre- and post-experiments designs using experimental and controlled conditions. Conceptual Papers fell in third place, with various disciplines that discussed both general and discipline-specific strategies for combating misinformation as supplementary online education perspectives. These top three categories comprise 64% of the 174 publications discussing misinformation and online education, see Table 1.
Table 1
Methodologies Represented in the Sample of 174 Articles and Papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodologies Employed in the Paper</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-Content Analysis (e.g., databases, website hits, videos)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Content analysis across different methods, such as using videos for analysis, using websites (Google, Yahoo, or a Patient Q&amp;A service portal data), or databases to understanding factors in and relations among misinformation, online education, and social media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Quant-Experiment</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Most had a pre- and post-tests designs to understand impact of misinformation in various disciplines. Others using online portals collecting data for experiments related to effects of misinformation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual Paper</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Conceptual paper in various disciplines, some are calling for change, others provide framework, still others provide a research agenda, some strategies, a pedagogy, a model for combating misinformation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Quant-Survey (e.g., online or cross sectional, regression modeling)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Survey methods are common, even though some studies are larger scale such as cross sectional, multi-countries, while others using online collected data for SPSS analysis such as regression modeling for factors related to misinformation in various disciplines (Health science, cognitive studies, psychology, political science…)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review (Calling for change, meta-analysis)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Review papers vary in the scales, there are papers using a sample of 69, 57, or 32 articles/or abstracts, while there are reviews using massive publications such as 5467 articles. However, none of these reviews focus on misinformation online education across disciplines. Many of these</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reviews focus on a particular discipline such as health information or COVID.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-Qualitative (focus groups, interviews, case studies, grounded theory)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Qualitative studies are much less in the misinformation literature. Mostly using interviews or semi-structured interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mixed method</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mixed methods studies are even rare than qualitative designs in misinformation literature with online education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction a program</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>There are two articles found to propose a program to provide corrective strategies for misinformation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study; E-quant-survey</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This particular study used a combination of case study and quantitative survey analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Survey, E-Conceptual Model</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This particular study used a combination of conceptual modeling and quantitative survey analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogical Conceptual Framework-Verifi2, with E interviews</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This paper is from computer science background, which they propose a digital program called Verifi2 for combating misinformation. They also explored the programs with users via interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program evaluations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>There is one study about assessment of a program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3 Results of Misinformation and Online Education

The third question was: **What have scholars reported about the results of studies involving misinformation in a sample of literature containing “misinformation” and “online education”?**

The result shows that scholars in the field of misinformation and online education had focused on social media and its impact on misinformation in various positive and negatives effects. Some studies demonstrated the importance of social media played in educating people about misinformation. For example, flagging misinformation on social media is an important strategy to help people discern misinformation [32]. Social media per se can support combatting vaccine misinformation by implementing standards to educate people [49]. In this sample 174 publication on misinformation and online education, there are 50 articles chose to focus on social media. Some articles generally discussed social media and may include more than two social media platforms [Allcott, Gentzkow, & Yu,
Other studies reported that social media is responsible for spreading misinformation [52]. Still other articles specifically investigated one type of social media, such as Twitter [52], Facebook [43], Pinterest [5], WhatsApp [5], Instagram [38], as well as video analysis on TikTok (for 100 videos with #covidvaccine, [6]) videos. There are also analysis using data on websites (e.g., Google) and online databases (e.g., Patient online Q&A portal data). Only one study focused on YouTube medical videos [23], which creates space for future video learning and misinformation scholarship.

Second, the results of these articles collectively point to the idea of being able to critically evaluate misinformation and information online is one of the keys in getting succeed in digital literacy skills as a 21-century citizen. Online educators have argued that it is important to teach digital literacy and teach students to evaluation resources [12]. This aligns with K-12 professional standards, such as Common Core Standards asked students to evaluation resources [29].

Third, scholars in misinformation had worked on belief systems and how prior beliefs and experiences impacted their acceptance or rejection misinformation (e.g., private school girls and parents who did not get vaccine on HPV impacted their acceptance of HPV vaccine misinformation. Another example, gender (females), higher level of education, and age play roles in acceptor misinformation. Females accepted more misinformation than male.

Fourth, the reviewed studies also touched on the issues of diversity and misinformation. The results of these studies all point to that gender, race, class, age, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status also play roles in misinformation acceptance rate. For example, people of color accepted more misinformation than white people. [4, 42] offered an examination of factors contributing to the acceptance of online health misinformation. Lower socioeconomic status, older age, and lower educational level groups are also disproportionately impacted by misinformation [48]. It is worthy to mention that among the results found by this line of research, studies also have shown contradictory results. For example, some study argued that males tend to trust misinformation more than females [48], while other study contended that females accepted more health misinformation than their male counterparts [42].

Lastly, the recent misinformation studies in online education has discussed a list of strategies of combating misinformation and educating people about discerning misinformation. Strategies including social media being used as a way of combating misinformation. For example, flagging is effective means to use on social media platform. Another means social media can implement is to use standards and consult with professionals in evaluating misinformation. Additionally, studies call that misinformation scholars to speak up. This includes that, for example, pharmacists speak up when they see misinformation of health care among patients with emotional support so that people can overcome misinformation. For another example, health practitioners need to speak up and not keep silence so that patients even with prior biases can get informed decisions in scientific knowledge background. Some additional methods of combating misinformation include offering accurate accounts accompanied by supporting information [e.g., creditable source organizations, strong data support, and trustworthy of figures/celebrities promote the scientific information; [10], [18]). Still other studies examine what happens when people are presented with information that contradicts what they know or believe to be true.

In a word, all fields and disciplines of misinformation scholars had unanimously asked people to stay connected (the good and bad of social media in offering scientifically knowledge and spreading misinformation) and use their professional knowledge and emotional support to help combat misinformation [19, 37].
4. Discussion and Limitation

Misinformation is a serious issue in online education [9]. When students learn formally or informally nowadays, they are online searching and learning from information that feed to them. These learning activities include watching news, checking out YouTube, reading texts on videos, and conversing with others via online media. They may be exposed to a mix of misinformation and scientific knowledge. These information include informed opinions, partial truths, and even pure lies. When educators were trained in teaching preparation programs, the curriculum did not specifically address the issue of how to educate teachers about preparing students critically think about the information they access online information such as videos on YouTube because online education and online learning was just a very recent phenomenon in the recent three decades.

The analysis of 1172 of misinformation research and the subset of 174 publications of misinformation in online education provides evidence the growing importance of research fields across disciplines focused on the topic of misinformation. We can see the trend that misinformation called more and more attention due to the current pandemic, COVID, social justice issues in political world, and long-standing medical issues. Yet, we do not know the exact agenda of researchers, especially online educators in misinformation field who are studying misinformation or what their future goals might be. Some authors had a single publication, while others published multiple articles or papers. Future literature reviews could be conducted to reveal longitudinal trends, or the extent to which misinformation remains a focus of scholarly interest.

In terms of research methods, research that has been conducted on misinformation is somewhat varied and tends to be closely related to problems and issues inherent to the related discipline area. For example, the information technology studies delve into attributes of the social media technologies or user data that could fuel the defeating misinformation on these sites. However, several studies from multiple discipline areas investigated attributes of help combat misinformation [29], analysis of misinformation online [6], or a combination of both. There were 43 studies that used a basic content-analysis strategy involving the sharing of misinformation having the characteristic of interest, matching with personal background, echoing prior experiences, recording of observations, and final analysis where conclusions were made. In addition, qualitative research in misinformation and online education is limited.

This may be an indication that research methodologies for online misinformation spreading are not yet well defined or have not reached a level of sophistication that would permit more advanced approaches misinformation empirical research. Future work developing methodologies for online education and misinformation analysis, and related data (comments, user demographics, etc.) could lead to more advanced research paradigms and deeper understanding of misinformation sharing environments. Some work along these lines are seen in some of the information technology studies reviewed for this article. However, additional work on educational evaluation of misinformation videos and the tools provided by the video-sharing social media may be fruitful lines of inquiry. There were only a small portion of qualitative research available on the topic of misinformation. Research using qualitative designs is also needed because qualitative studies are helpful in exploring deep context of the spreading and consequences of misinformation, people’s experiences and ways of educating students about discerning misinformation, critically evaluating information, and ways of combating misinformation. Qualitative studies might also be used to uncover the reasons underlying interest among scholars who have published or presented on the topic of misinformation.
A particular prominent theme in misinformation literature presented lists of general cognitive experimental designs and reading strategies techniques, while others described content-specific applications of misinformation in the classroom. There is only a small portion of articles discussing online education and misinformation from a field of education perspective. Less than 10 articles discuss specifically about intersections of future education about misinformation. In the education field, the negative impact of misinformation and disinformation is unprecedented concerning educators. Some educators consider that misinformation refers to “false information shared by a source who intends to inform, but is unaware that the information is false, such as when an educator who recommends the use of a learning strategy that is not actually beneficial” ([30], p. 2). In contrast, disinformation is “false information shared by a source who has the intent to deceive and is aware that the information is false, such as when a politician claim that high-stakes testing will fix K-12 education when in fact there is no evidence to support this practice.” ([30], p. 2). However, more researchers in misinformation literature reviewed use the term misinformation refers to both these two types of false information.

To this end, online education researchers focus on misinformation are calling for explorations in the future, especially the intersections of misinformation, online education, information learning, and social media. Here, YouTube learning and combating with misinformation could be a potential important research topic to explore. One particular important area that lack of studying misinformation is video aspect of misinformation and online education, despite the importance and popularity of video learning and the consequence of spreading misinformation on video media such as YouTube.

As misinformation became rampant with the online landscape on social media, YouTube became an important arena from education in various disciplines and K-12 settings. Misinformation has serious implications for how education should address this issue especially how should we teach children use social media in multimodal formats (other than texts on screen) such as YouTube to discern misinformation and scientific information. Despite the fact that misinformation became a serious issue for reading printed texts and multimedia texts, the studies on misinformation in various screens are still scare. Limited literature of misinformation mentioned YouTube and online education. It could be argued that many of the misinformation findings described in Table 1 (Methodologies Represented in the Sample of 174 Articles and Papers) would apply into many learning situations of face-to-face, hybrid, or online learning environments.

As much influential as one could imagine with the complex and comprehensible features of online learning with videos [24, 25], misinformation is a topic that has not been much explored in educational perspectives. Some conference paper has also provided possible ways of build automatic models using linguistic, acoustic, and engagement features for 200 videos’ annotations for helping detecting misinformation [23]. A decade ago, Pew Internet & American Life had already stated that majority (69%) of U.S. internet users watch or download video online and 14% have posted videos [44]. Now, probably the percentage is even more. YouTube is the second most popular website among all the websites available [20]. Every single day, there are 1 billion videos being watched on YouTube. In addition, video social media such as TikTok also came to prominence in people’s daily sharing of videos [6]. The growth of educational video runs concurrent with broader trends in educational video viewership [41].

There is a gap between evidence-based research on how educators could be using YouTube as an effective educational tool to help students critically evaluate content knowledge, and common practices adopted by K-12 educators [28]. Given that the content on YouTube can be uploaded by anyone, educating students to combat misinformation on YouTube is a critical aspect if using YouTube as an educational tool. Future work in this line could be devoted toward information literacy and evaluation of YouTube video
content. For example, how to identify videos containing mistakes? How to teach important evaluation and critical thinking skills when viewing videos on YouTube? One of the instructional methodologies described in the literature was video analysis [21]. With the continual growth of online education, it might become increasingly important to attain video evaluation and video literacy skills, yet more research is needed to identify the qualities of good educational video clips. Many educational videos are short productions of less than 15 minutes. Research on optimal methods of chunking content for video clips may be a valuable and timely area of study.

Admittedly, this review has some limitations. First, with the growing number of misinformation studies, between the time this review is written and publishing, there are new research that this review possibly did not catch. Second, there may be alternative studies did not use misinformation as their key words in the title, and online education in their abstract, which future systematic review could consider in offering a discussion.

5. Conclusions

In summary, this systematic review unveils the work on misinformation which featured various disciplines with foci on social science and health fields. In some degrees, it is remarkable that misinformation has gained the level of wide explorations and attention. The body of misinformation-related research described in this article indicates the rising interest in the topic of online education specific to disciplines. How that interest will evolve is unknown, but there is potential for future research and exploration of educational possibilities for controlling, combating, and critically evaluating misinformation.

Misinformation scholarship on various disciplines also demonstrated a growing gap for online education. Misinformation tends to be accepted by people if the misinformation is coherent, consistent with the audience’s worldview, and delivered by credible source. Combating misinformation, scholars recommend strategies to deal with online education. These strategies include, for example, (1) creating team work among professional disciplines for credible resources [40, 50], (2) delivering diverse professional opinions for accurate information dissemination [26], (3) updating regularly by authoritative agencies about scientific information via support of social media [50], (4) helping people to critically evaluate information using emotional and community support [53], (5) offering informational literacy education with affective support [26; 40], (6) recognizing personal needs in evaluating sources [2], (7) using detective models and regulative devices on social media to ensure publishing only scientific information for public good (e.g., flag suspicious information to warn people, [32]), and (8) promoting equitable society to help eliminate misinformation which disproportionally impacted the marginalized minorities due to race, gender, class, ethnicity, and socioeconomic statuses [14].

Lastly, while it is important to correct and combat misinformation in communication methods, social media plays the most critical roles to educate people [3, 53]. In comparison to traditional media, online media platforms facilitate misinformation even more widely. Future studies demonstrating the role of new media in misinformation and its potential consequences are needed. Much more work is needed in terms of using an educator’s perspective to approach misinformation online. Given video is now a common online media and the various online videos are available for online education, misinformation on multimodal formats such as videos deserve future integration.
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